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UTSAV 2020

GRADE I & II

“The man who 
does not read 
books has no 

advantage over 
the one who 
cannot read 

them.”
— Mark Twain

Grade I & II Utsav was focused on stories on
friendship and sharing respectively. Children
enjoyed story telling by Shrimati Vidya Jaishankar.
Pre and post activities values like friendship and
sharing was thoroughly a treat for children.



UTSAV 2020

GRADE 3

“A Nation’s 
culture resides 

in the hearts and 
the soul of its 

people.”
-Mahatma Gandhi

Sharing hands Thank you cards to 
express gratitude



UTSAV 2020

GRADE 4

“The beautiful 

thing about 

learning is that 

no one can take it 

away from you.”

—B.B. King

UTSAV is our endeavor to create an immersive
learning experience to help children imbibe,
enquire and understand the vision of the Vedic
heritage and how it makes various cultural forms
and facets of our culture meaningful.

The students of Grade III to V explored, interacted,
researched and reflected on the significance of our
tradition, culture and values through stories of
Ramayana, Mahabharatha and Shrimad
Bhagvatham.

Pada namaskaram Musical instrument



UTSAV 2020

GRADE 5

“The mind is 
not a vessel to 
be filled but a 

fire to be 
ignited.”

– Plutarch

Cooking without fire



CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS

Making of Christmas tree and Wreath

Christmas is all about celebrations with
decorations, gifts, singing jingle bells and inviting
Santa to spread happiness all around. This
Christmas season children at Chettinad Vidya
mandir, celebrated Christmas with great
enthusiasm. They made spiral danglers, Xmas
tree, ornaments, wall decors out of recycled
materials to spread the message of best out of
waste with joy and happiness.

“Don’t let what 

you cannot do 

interfere with 

what you can 

do.”

— John Wooden

Pre - KG



CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS

JKG

SKG

Making of Chocolate Cookie balls

Making of Dancing Snow-man

“A person who 

never made a 

mistake never 

tried anything 

new."

— Albert Einstein



CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS

GRADE I
Making of Danglers

GRADE II

Making of Stars with Twigs

“Learning is never 

done without 

errors and 

defeat.”

– Vladimir Lenin



CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS

GRADE III to V

Making of Christmas Tree

“Never let the fear 
of striking out 
stop you from 

playing the 
game.”

— Babe Ruth

Christmas tree, an
evergreen tree often a pine
or fir decorated with lights
and ornaments as part of
Christmas festivities. Our
children enjoyed making
Christmas trees out of
reusable materials.



PRE PRIMARY CLASSROOM 

ACTIVITIES

Pretend and Play as a Cook

Virtual trip to Aquarium

Illustration and models of  Aquarium

“Procrastination 

makes easy things 

hard and hard 

things harder.”

— Mason Cooley



CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Illustration On different measurements.

Exploring different family words.

Playing riddles during virtual class.

Illustration On Sources of Sound.

“The expert in 

anything was 

once a beginner 

— Helen Hayes.”



PRIMARY CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Illustration On Healthy and Junk food.

Exploring different shapes and its dimensions.

Hands on learning about Human body and its
organs. Children made models of organs with
available materials and learnt about the functions
and characteristics of the organs.

“The way to get 
started is to quit 

talking and begin 
doing.”

– Walt Disney



CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Illustration on Same and Different concept.

MINDFUL EATING

Grade V students practiced mindful eating and
expressed their emotions and reflected on the
awareness of able to taste food better by mindful
eating. Mindful eating can help children to enjoy
their meals better. It prevents overeating. It is
proved that the brain takes 20 seconds after
eating, to realize that it is feeling full.

“There are no 

shortcuts to any 

place worth 

going.”

— Beverly Stills



POST READING ACTIVITIES

“Genius is 10% 

inspiration, 90% 

perspiration.”

— Thomas Edison



SPOTTED AND REPORTED 

“What seems to 
us as bitter trials 

are often 
blessings in 

disguise.”
– Oscar Wilde

As a bird with a sweet repeated flight call of chir-
rup, the Indian Silver bill often goes unnoticed due
to its small size and soft voice. This Indian silver
bill was spotted in our play area by one of our staff.

The Indian Silverbill (Euodice malabarica), a
sparrow-like bird but much plainer in appearance,
is a widespread resident in the Indian
Subcontinent, except in certain areas of the North-
West and North-East India and the Himalayas. The
genus Euodice is derived from the Greek
words eu meaning good and odikos meaning
musical singing.

Dry agricultural fields, grasslands and thorn scrubs
are some preferred habitats for the Indian
Silverbill, with bushes, hedgerows and low trees
being their typical hangouts. The nest they build is
large, loosely constructed with grass. In cities they
may even be in crevices of machines and houses.
Considering their flocking behaviour, sometimes
two or more pairs will build the nest together,
which hints at community nesting behaviour to
some extent. They may also take over weaver bird
nests, as weavers usually abandon the construction
once nesting is complete.



ART CORNER

“Motivation is 

what gets you 

started. Habit is 

what keeps you 

going.”

– Jim Ryun 



PARENTING TIP

Upcoming Events
• Pongal Celebration
• Republic Day

Be interested what your child is 
learning at school.

Things like –
• What was the favourite 

part of the school 
today? 

• What is bugging your 
child?

Staying interested in your 
child’s daily life goes a 

long way towards 
establishing healthy on-

going relationship.


